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Abstract. Blade roots and blade attachment grooves are highly stressed areas of steam 
turbine rotors. An unknown crack in blade roots or blade attachments can lead to a 
serious failure of the complete turbo generator set. Due to the high demand of power 
energy worldwide there is a strong demand to extend the calculated life of turbo 
generator sets. The extended operation cycle of turbines leads to the demand of  
advanced NDT methods, especially for highly stressed areas of turbine and generator 
rotors. The most critical ranges of a turbine rotor are the turbine blade roots as well as 
the turbine blade attachment grooves. The individual design of the turbine 
manufacturer require  separate NDT methods for each blade root or blade attachment to 
be inspected. Phased Array Ultrasonic Inspection offers a reliable inspection without 
dismantling the parts for inspection. This paper describes examples of development of 
new Phased Array probes and the qualification of the inspection techniques for selected 
application in steam turbine field-service. 

1. Introduction 

The blades and blade attachments in a steam turbine belong to the most-highly stressed 
components in a turbine/generator. The high turbine speed (3000 rpm) and the dead weight of 
the blades means that the last-stage blades in a steam turbine are subjected to enormous 
centrifugal forces during plant operation. The roots on such blades are designed and 
calculated using the most up-to-date methods to allow them to accommodate these high loads. 
Particularly during transient loading conditions (startup and shutdown processes) certain areas 
of the blade roots and blade attachment grooves are subjected to high stressing.  

Under unfavourable conditions unusual events occurring during operation of a turbine (e.g. 
loss of vacuum, overspeed) can result in damage to blading, with possible crack initiation in 
the highly-stressed areas of the blade root and subsequent service-induced crack propagation. 
In addition steam purity is also an important criterion regarding the susceptibility of a turbine 
blade to corrosion. If the steam is polluted with chlorides this is one of the basic prerequisites 
for the occurrence of corrosion fatigue in turbine blades, blade roots and blade attachment 
areas. 
In addition to the operational stress situation, steam purity and the corrosion susceptibility of 
the used material play an important role regarding the occurrence of corrosion fatigue or 
stress corrosion cracking in turbine blades, blade roots and blade attachment areas. Due to 
these facts, advanced non-destructive examination methods are required to ensure the safety 
and availability of the unit.  
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2. Inspection of Radial Entry Pinned Blade Roots on 900 MW LP Turbine Shafts 

Radial Entry Pinned blade roots are a common design of several turbine manufacturer. Fig. 1 
shows an example of this type of blade roots. The blade roots will be stacked in the invers 
contour of the rotor and locked by pins.  

 
Fig. 1: LP Turbine rotor with radial entry pinned  blade roots 

During operation of the turbine the area around the pin holes is loaded by very high stresses. 
Depending of the used pin design the pin holes of the blade roots prefer to crack at the upper 
pin hole. If such cracking will not be detected during scheduled inspection, a blade failure 
with heavy damages at the complete turbine can not be excluded. Because this it is important 
to have a reliable and sensitive inspection method available for the inspection of finger forked 
blade roots.  

2.1 Development of the inspection technique 

To develop an advanced UT inspection technique for finger forked blade roots, all conditions 
has to be taken into consideration. So, 
 the following facts has to be taken into account:  

- Accessibility for UT inspection 
- Orientation of the cracks 
- Location of the cracks 

 
After theoretical investigation it was decided, that a Phased Array Ultrasonic Inspection 
should be used for this application. The good accessibility allow the use of linear Phased 
Array probes. The main reason for this decision was the fact, that the cracks to be detected 
occurring in different orientations. So a number of various beam angles will be required to 
detect all relevant cracks. 
Fig. 2 shows an example of an cracked Radial Entry Pinned blade root of an 900 MW LP 
turbine rotor (ALSTOM design). 
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 Fig. 2 : Typically cracked radial entry pinned blade root 

2.2 Development  of a tailor made Phased Array Probe 

Probe design is made in two steps: 
 
First step : Beam Simulation step 

The goal of this step is to define main Phased-Array characteristics 
 
Frequency 

Probe frequency is defined according to inspection distance/depth, to the resolution that we 
need, and to the material characteristics (attenuation, grain size, thickness). 
From a general point of vue the wavelength should be larger than the grain size of the 
material to inspect. 
Currently Phased array transducers can be manufactured in a frequency range coming from 
200 KHz to 20 MHz, in the given case 5MHz seems us the best frequency 
 
Elementary Pitch 

When using a phased array transducers, delay laws are applied to each channel to generate a 
beam with a given refraction angle and focal distance. The ultrasonic beam is generated by 
the constructive interference of each transducer element’s contribution in the desired 
direction. 
In some cases, this interference can also be constructive in other directions. These lobes of 
energy emitted outside the electronically driven direction are called grating lobes. 
These energy lobes can interact with the part to be inspected in the same way as the main 
beam, and thus generate echoes causing interference to the inspection. They are therefore to 
be avoided as far as possible. 
 
The angle of the position of grating lobes in relation to the main beam is given by the 
following formula 
 

θλθ sinsin −=
p

kk  

θ = refracted angle of the main beam 
θk = refracted angle of the grating lobe k (k: integer) 
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P = inter-element pitch (p) of the linear transducer 
λ = wavelength in the medium under consideration 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Note: this formula is only valid in the case of electronic deflection (linear delay law) . In the case of 
electronic focussing, the angular deviation between the main beam and the grating lobes is reduced. 
 
From the above formula, the following general rule can be obtained : 
• If p< λ/2, then no grating lobe is generated whatever the angle of the main beam. 
• If p ≥ λ, then there is always at least one grating  lobe generated whatever the angle of the 

main beam. 
• Between these two values, the grating lobes appear progressively according to the angle of 

the main beam. 
In our case we defined a 0.5 mm pitch  
 
Lateral Resolution along the plane of incidence 

The following formula allows a good approximation to be made of the lateral resolution, and 
allows the correlation between the active aperture and the lateral resolution to be rapidly 
checked 

2sin
44.0)6( α

λ=− dBW  

W= focal spot or beam width (at –6dB in emission reception) 
λ = wave length in the medium under consideration 
α = angle beneath which the active area is seen from the focal point  
 
Note: This formula is valid when the hypothesis of electronic focusing at the focal point under 
consideration is made 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

h 

e 

L 

Diagram describing the active area 
of a linear array 

Pitch

α

Active area 

Focal point  

p ≈ λ - Appearance of a 
grating lobe 

p ≈ λ/2 – No grating lobes  
(CIVA Software – CEA France) 
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Number of elements 

Knowing the inter-element spacing required to avoid grating lobes, and the width of the active 
aperture, the number of elements necessary can be rapidly deduced. 
If the appropriate number of electronic channels is not available for technical reasons, the best 
possible compromise must be found, by readjusting the inter-element spacing, the frequency, 
and/or the active aperture (and thus the lateral resolution) 
For this application we had a strong constraint on probe position, after evaluation it has been 
decided to use 64 elts, advantage of this number of element is that active area can be divided 
electronically in 3 parts which can be drove in parallel, allowing to cover at once the whole 
are to inspect. 
 
All these parameters are simulated using two different softwares : 
 
Quick sonic software which is an Imasonic in-house software allowing to obtain very quickly 
a first estimation of the beam spot size diameter and of the position and energy level of the 
possible grating lobes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CIVA 7 Software, CIVA is a more complete software developed by the French atomic 
comission (CEA) in france 
 
Second step Electro acoustical Design 

Having define phased array probe characteristics the goal of this step is to design an 
electroacoustical structure allowing to obtain performances as close as possible to the 
performances simulated previously. 
Influence of the main probe components is simulated using KLM and finite element software. 
 
Imasonic’s piezocomposite materials have a structure called 1-3, shown. The piezoelectric 
ceramic rods are inserted in a polymer material. The ceramic and the resin are chosen 
according to the characteristics required for the composite material. The geometry of the 
microstructure itself can be adapted. 
 

 
CIVA 7 – Simulation Software 
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Adjusting the Percentage of Ceramic 

One of the characteristics of the 1-3 structure is that the percentage of ceramic can be varied 
by modifying the size of the rods and their spacing. Figure 13 shows the influence of the 
percentage of ceramic on the performances of the piezocomposite which are: 
The coupling coefficient kt on which the sensitivity of the sensor depends 
The dielectric constant ∈33 on which the electrical impedance depends 
The acoustic impedance Z 
The Velocity of propagation in the material on which the frequency for a given thickness 
depends 
A higher or lower percentage of ceramic also gives different mechanical properties to the 
composite material 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Electroacoustic Performance 

The height of the ceramic rods, long compared to their lateral dimensions, favours their 
vibration according to the thickness mode to the detriment of the radial mode. This results in 
improved electroacoustic efficiency which gives the sensor a high level of  
sensitivity, and a high signal / noise ratio. In addition, the natural damping of composite 
materials allows a relative bandwidth of 60% to 90% to be obtained while retaining a very 
good level of sensitivity. 
 
Cross Coupling 

     In the 1-3 composite structure, the isolation of the rods within the polymer material 
enables the transversal propagation of vibrations to be reduced. In the context of phased array 
sensors, this reduction in transversal vibrations limits the propagation of an element’s signals 
towards its neighbours (see figure 14). This independence of the functioning of each channel 
is fundamental to phased array technology, as the formation of the beam is based on each 
element of the transducers being driven using precise electronic delays. 
The level of cross coupling between two elements is, thanks to this technology, less than –
40dB 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Controlled 

Significant parasitic

Controlled 

Reduced parasitic 

Piezocomposite structure Influence of ceramic percentage on 
electro acoustical characteristics 
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2.3  Qualification of the inspection technique 

To ensure the detection of flaws with different orientation several test blocks were 
manufactured. These test blocks include artificial flaws with angles of ± 30°, some up to 45° , 
from the ideal horizontal orientation.  
To cover a wide range of the area near to the pin holes, a linear Phased Array Probe was 
developed and built by IMASONIC. This Phased Array probe is able to cover the complete 
area, where the cracks will be expected.  
 
The Inspection of the blade roots will be performed by using 3 inspection sequences on time. 
The elements of the used linear Phased Array probes  are divided in 3 sequences. All the three 
sequences working in parallel and cover a special defined area.  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3 : Linear Phased Array Probe operating in 3 sequences in parallel 
The investigation  at the test blocks and especially at real cracked blades confirm accurate, 
that this inspection technique is suitable to detect smallest cracks in the area of the upper pin 
holes of radial entry pinned blade roots. A procedure for crack- sizing was developed to allow 
an evaluation of the results of the Phased Array Inspection and if necessary the control of 
cracked blade roots for a limited time period.  

3. UT- Inspection of Fir Tree Blade Roots of LP turbine rotors  

Fir tree roots are commonly used for the blades of LP turbine rotors in both fossil-fueled and 
nuclear plants. Depending on the design and the operating mode of the turbine these blade 
roots are subjected to high stresses in various different areas. These areas have been identified 
by modern calculation methods.  
Although a standard surface crack examination (magnetic particle) at the roots of removed 
blades provides reliable results, the advantage of ultrasonic testing lies in the fact that the 
blades do not need to be removed from the rotor for testing. Ultrasonic testing of the blade 
roots can therefore be performed during short turbine outages.  
However, before ultrasonic testing can be performed on turbine blade roots, investigations 
first have to be performed on test blocks (with artificially-induced or real defects) to allow a 
reliable inspection technique to be developed. 
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The following questions must be clarified before developing an ultrasonic inspection 
technique for fir-tree blade roots as they have a considerable influence on the technique to be 
used: 
 

- have the highly-stressed areas to be tested been clearly defined? 
- is it possible to cover these areas suitably using ultrasound so that relevant indications 

are reliably detected and displayed? 
- can static methods be used to inspect these areas, or must the methods developed be 

partially mechanized? 
 

If the first two questions can be answered positively, practical tests on test blocks must follow 
to determine which ultrasonic inspection technique will provide reliable coverage of the area 
where defects are to be expected. Due also to the imaging features offered by the phased-array 
ultrasonic inspection technique, this method provides the best technology for inspecting fir-
tree blade roots. 

3.1  Description of the requirements 

In the spring of 2005 the test laboratory of Siemens PG was requested to develop a phased-
array ultrasonic inspection technique for 4 blade rows in the LP rotor of a nuclear power 
plant. The LP rotor in question was of the double-flow type. This meant it was necessary to 
develop an inspection technique for blade rows 7, 8, 9 and 10 for both the turbine and 
generator end each. As the dimensions differed for all of the 4 blade rows to be tested, a 
special technique had to be developed for each blade row. 
The most highly-stressed areas were defined based on manufacturer specifications. These are 
located both on the pressure side of the blade (one area each on the steam inlet side and the 
steam outlet side) and on the suction side of the blade (in the middle of the blade root). The 
first serration of the blade root in particular must be inspected in the areas mentioned. 
Figure 4 illustrates the highly-stressed areas on a turbine blade to be tested. 
Precise determination of the parameters and selection of the appropriate phased-array 
technique was necessary due to the geometry of the blade roots (small distance between 
individual serrations) and to the material of the blades to be tested (in part sound attenuation).  

 

 Fig. 4: Highly-Stressed Areas of Blade Roots to be Tested 
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3.2 Development of Phased Array Probes 

Four kind of blades name by order of size size # 6 (smaller), # 7 , # 8 and # 9 ).have been 
studied. 
In the framework of this study we decided to concentrate only on defects located on the first 
hook which are the most critical and stressed defects 
We made the hypothesis that each blade contains the same kind of defects represented by  
Horizontal cracks, 3 mm length x 1 mm depth x 0.2 mm width, location of this defect is 
represented in red on the drawing hereinafter. 
Due to the geometry of the blades and also to volume constraints, three possible positions has 
been defined for the probe positioning, called A, B, and C. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Definition of probe maximum footprint, example of probe located on position A; 
This probe must detect the two defects located in position Y1and Y2. 
Y1 and Y2 positions have been calculated. 
Probe max foot print has been measured on the real blade taking into account  probe must be 
as close as possible to the defects, and also that probe must be always in contact on a flat part 
for good coupling reasons. 
Then we measured Y position corresponding to the centre of the probe and what we called D 
edge position corresponding to the distance between end of the probe active part and the edge 
of the blade (see figure 2) 
We estimated probe max foot print for the two other positions using the same principle 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

C 

A B 

Defects locations 

Probe position 

B 

 

X

Y

D-edge 
maximu

Y  

Y1 & Y2 : defects positions measured on the 
Y i
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Maximum foot print measured for the three different positions was a square area of 10x10 
mm 
According to probe location and defects position three different refracted angle in L-waves 
has been defined, 35°, 65° and 70° 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Probe frequency has been defined by experience, and according to results obtained with 
conventional transducer in similar case, we decided to use 6 MHz frequency. 
We considered the use of linear phased array probes, for the first simulations we considered 
the same specifications foe the three probes, a 0.49 mm pitch, allowing good steering 
capabilities and avoiding the presence of grating lobes. 
Number of element has been limited to 16 in reason of space limitation 
Acoustical field generated by the different probes has been simulated using CIVA 7.1 
software 

Simulation of the acoustic field generated by the different probes 

Simulation conditions 

CAD drawings of the different blades were not available easily, geometry of the blade has 
been simplified, simulations are based on the hypothesis that coupling between probe and 
piece is ideal, roughness of the blade is not taking into account 
Beam simulation is always calculated at the same position relatively the inspected surface, 
computation window has always the same position, dimensions recover the zone where the 
defects are supposed to be, corresponding to 600 mm long x 8 mm width as represented in the 
drawing hereinafter 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Refracted angle : 35, 65 or 70 degree 

D-edge = Distance from the 

about 
5mm  

X 

Z

1mm 

1m
Computational zone : 8mm 

The piece use for simulations The real piece 
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Ultrasonic field has been computed for each blade and for the three positions A, B and C. 
We defined max probe angle i.e. the angle above which the acoustical field become  
Inappropriate for the inspection.  
 

Simulations Results 

Effect of the deflection 

- The effective refracted angle increase: As the beam is deflected, the focus point go 
up. This behaviour is a consequence of combination of the incident angle and the deflection 
angle. It is observed in all the cases. 

 
These picture of the field were obtain with the piece 6 and probe position A & B 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- The sensibility decrease :Sensitivity variation  from the “0° deflexion” position to the 
maximum angle deflexion is in the range of –8 to –24dB 

 
- Deflected field is disturbed: At the maximum deflection angle, the field has some 

small disturbances. The difference of amplitude between the focusing zone and its 
neighbourhood can be less than 8dB in transmission.   

 
  - Beam spot size increase from 2.8/4mm to 4/5.9mm 

Superposition of the results to the real pieces and their defects. 

If we look at the data’s Y1-Y and Y2-Y in the table, we have an idea of the value of the 
deflexion needed to inspect the defects when the probe is positioned at Y. 
In all the cases the probe can provide enough deflexion. 

Conclusion for the feasibility   

According to the simulations results obtained with CIVA,  it seems possible to generate an 
ultrasonic beam covering the whole area where defects are supposed to be located 
The length of the zone can change but a variation of +/-15mm from the neutral point is 
guarantied in all the cases. 
The comparison between the possible position of the probes and the measured position of the 
defect present in the pieces supplied by Siemens show that all defects could be detected. 
The electrical impedance at 6MHz should be about 200 - 400j Ohms   
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Probe Manufacturing 

Three 6MHz 16 elts probes has been manufactured two for horizontal scanning and one for 
vertical scanning, all the probes had a 10x10 mm foot print. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.3 Qualification of the inspection technique 

To allow development of the inspection technique, a sample blade for each stage (right-hand, 
left-hand design) was provided with artificial defects. Two blade roots were therefore 
available for each stage for left-hand and right-hand design. One blade had artificially-
induced defects and the other was without defects. 
These test defects were introduced in the areas described under 3.1 above. This corresponded 
exactly to the areas in which the risk of crack formation was deemed most probable. 
Initial considerations centered on the decision as to which technology to use for the case in 
hand. It was decided to opt for phased-array ultrasonic inspection as this would allow 
electronic steering of the sound beam and appropriate imaging of the collected data. 
Simulations performed on 3D drawings and models provided the requisite information to 
allow Imasonic to parametrize and fabricate the probes necessary for this inspection task.  
As the geometry of the blade root includes many edges and small contours, purely 
geometrical reflectors and reflectors from discontinuities lie close together. Exact positioning 
and guidance of the probe is therefore absolutely essential for this inspection. 
For this reason, positioning aids and mechanical guides were fabricated which satisfied the 
particular demands of this inspection problem. 
Both vertically-scanning and horizontally-scanning phased array probes were used. This 
allowed maximum coverage of the examination volume from a fixed probe position. 
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Fig. 5: Example for a vertically-scanning probe. The left sector scan shows the results for a defect-free blade 

root. The right sector scan shows the result for a blade root with a test reflector in the upper serration (red 
cursor). 

 

   
Fig. 6: Example for a horizontally-scanning probe. The left sector scan shows the results for a defect-free blade 

root. The right sector scan shows the result for a blade root with a test reflector in the upper serration (red 
cursor). 

4. Conclusion 

After completing mechanical fabrication of all components, the methods were validated 
systematically and the knowledge gained in the process added to the practical expertise of the 
test personnel. It could be illustrated that this inspection technique is suitable for reliably 
testing blade roots of this type. Comparison of the tests on the existing test blades and on 
blades in the installed condition provided confirmation for the procedure selected in the 
development of this inspection technique. 
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